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Abstract

This bibliography records books about the Java Programming Language and related software.

Title word cross-reference

3 [DiP18b, GBC12, JEC+12, ZXL16]. \( \tau_P \)
[LTK17]. \( C_p \) [AÖ11]. \( k \) [SD16b, SGG+17].
\( Z_p \) [AÖ11].

-safety [SD16b].

/multi [Taf13]. /multi-threaded [Taf13].

'12 [Hol12]. 12th [Fox17a].
SPP, TWX, WHIN. **Applying** approach [BDT10, CSF, DLPT14, KK14, ST12, ADI13, CHM13, DHM, HLO15, HsM17, J+, MZ10a, MvH15, P11, RVP11, R01, SNS]. approachable [WHV, approaches]. **Approaching** DHM, DLPT14, KKW14, STST12, ADI13, CHM13, GGRSY14, GGRSY15, UMP10. **Approaches** [MD15, SS14, approximate]. **Approximation** [TvD10]. **Approximations** [SS12, apps]. **Architectural** [CGS17, KKK]. **Architecture** [GMPS12, Wan11, AMWW15, Gon11]. **Architectures** [KKK, RKN, ABCR10, Hos12, MS10, ZP14, arena]. **Arithmetic** [TGZ17]. **Arm** [DiP18b]. **Arquillian** [Ame13, array]. **Arrays** [FBH17, SBF, arrows]. **Arrows** [FZ17]. **art** [Lew13]. **ASM** [AGR17]. **Aspect** [ABMV12, BH10, VBAM10b, VBMA11, WBA]. **Aspect-Oriented** [ABMV12, BH10, VBAM10b, WBA]. **Aspectizing** [TNTN12]. **AspectJ** [AC10]. **aspects** [LVG10]. **Assertion** [MM12]. **Assertion-Based** [MM12, Assertion]. **Assertions** [LL15, assertions]. **Assigning** [JAC10]. **Assignment** [KT15]. **AST** [DRN14, HWW, ZLB14]. **asymmetric** [CGM12]. **asymptotic** [OL15]. **Asynchronous** [KW11, SK12, WK12, FZ17, KW10, LML17]. **atomic** [WAB11]. **Atomicity** [GGRSY17, JLP, BHS14, BNS12, GGRSY15, UMP10]. **atomics** [P11]. **Attack** [BH12, Attacks]. **Attacks** [MSS16]. **attribute** [SHU16, augmentation]. **Augmentation** [DAA13, authentication]. **Authenticating** [XHH12]. **authentication** [XHH12]. **authorship** [FMS11]. **auto** [SKBL11]. **auto-tuning** [SKBL11]. **Automata** [TLX17, ZWZ, Automated]. **Automating** [BH17, BSOG12, BMOG12, MS14, RGV11, SDM12, AsdMGM14, MRMV12, ZFK]. **Automatic** [GGRSY14, GGRSY15, GGRSY17, KKW11, MDS, MM16, PQD12, SZ11, SD16a, SJP10, SS16, WM10, XMD17, ABK, FM13, PG12]. **automatically** [TB14]. **Autonomic** [DLPT14]. **Autonomous** [GMPS12]. **average** [LDD14, avoid]. **Avoiding** [FRC, ZBB17]. **Awaits** [PPS16]. **Aware** [JYKS12, LZ12, BBXC13, CL17, EQT10, SS14, SV12]. **awareness** [VG14]. **axiomatic** [VGD10]. **B** [DLZ13]. **back** [Car11]. **Background** [PWS17]. **Backstage** [PS11]. **Bad** [GRdB15]. **baggage** [KFB12]. **balances** [FMB15]. **balancing** [PDP16]. **Ball** [DD13]. **barrier** [CHMY15, VB14a]. **barriers** [HH10, WBM10]. **Based** [AFGG11, DLR16, GM12, GGC18, LTD, MvDL12, MM12, PTM11, P1LC11, PE11, RBL12, RT14, SGD15, SLS, SW12, AYZ10, AST, ADI13, BBF, BBP13, BB17, CDT10, CI17, CPA14, CPST15, EK10, GCM13, HWM14, HWW, HOK14, HWM11, IHWN12, IR12, JEC12, JMO14, KATS12, KS13, KRIC14, KvRHA14, KS14, MCC17, MB12, MCY10, PDP16, PW11, Z11, SBI13, SMI10, SPY16, SV17, SNS14, UIY10, VSG17, X1H12, Y10, Z1Y12]. **basic** [CZ14]. **basic-block** [CZ14]. **basics** [Zak12, basierte]. **battlefield** [WT10]. **Bayesian** [BSA14]. **BeagleBone** [Ric14, before]. **Before** [TD15]. **begone** [MRMV12]. **behavior** [LWB15, RLB15, TABS12, WXR16]. **Behavioral** [LN15, AMWW15]. **behaviors** [PCL14]. **behaviour** [SMS12]. **Beliefs** [BA17]. **Benchmark** [GBC12, SMS11]. **benchmarking** [AHK, MD15, SNS]. **benchmarks** [KH12, RGV11]. **benefit** [HH13, best, Sch13]. **Better** [Bro12, TD15]. **Between** [PV17, ZLD15, CM17, CS16, LSB16, LSB17, RDP16, SH12]. **Big** [GTS15, NBW, RKV15, BOF17, BBXC13, SSG14, WR10]. **billions** [DR14]. **bindings** [VGR16]. **bird**

C

RVK15, RLMM15, SRTR17, SVB+17, SV15a, SED14, AGR17, AK13, CCFB15, DRN14, FH16, FMS+11, LVG10, NG13, OJ12, PMP+16, PSW11, RFRS14, RBV16, RO12, UTO13, VSG17, WKJ17, WGF11, WBA+11, WAB+11, WWS13, ZHL+12, ZXL6, ZWSS15. coding [LMS+12].

coherent [ZP14]. Cold [BZD17, WGF11].

collected [AGGZ10]. collecting [AHK+11].


comparison [ADI13, BBJK12, HH13, KvRHA14, SMS+12]. Comparisons [GGZ+15]. Compartamental [WGW+11]. compatibility [DJB16, OIA+13]. compatible [ABCR10, Hor12].

Compilation [DLR16, CGJ+16, CMS+12, DLR14, FSC+13, IHW12, JLP+14, JK13, JMO14, KS13, KHL+13, Lei17, MD15, MGI17, ZBB15]. compiled [NED+13, RO12]. Compiler [JMB12, NKH16, NWB+15, BBF+10, BRWA14, CIAD13, HWM14, IHW12, KMLS15, KS14, LCW16, MDM17, Rub14, TTS+10, TWSC10, VB14b, ZYZ+12]. compiler-compiler [KS14].

compiler-runtime [TWSC10]. compilers [Hos12, LMK16, RSB+14]. Compiling [Fee16, Hos12]. complementation [BS13].

Complete [BO13, BR15, JC10, Sch14, Gri17, PSR15, RMG13, RR17].


component-based [AST+16]. components [BMS17, FOPZ14, KS14]. Composable [SS10]. Composing [EABVGV14].

Composition [SK12, AGH+17, AH10, SZ10, VM15]. Comprehension [BKG17].

Comprehensive [STST12, VBMA11, ZKB+16, MKZ+14].


con [SMSB11]. Concurrency [BG17, Bro12, SWF12, BVGVEA11a, CHM13, DMS11, HAW13, KHL+17, PPS16, Sub11, TD15, UR15]. Concurrent [MSM+16, PS12, Sie10, BMS17, EP14, Gra15, HJH10, KBL14, MFM+10, OW16, PTF+15, RVI11, STR16, SNS+14, YS10].

concurrent-by-default [SNS+14].


Consistency [CSF+16, DNB+12, FRM+15, ZBB17].

consistent [BCR13]. constrained [KSR14].

constraint [FMBH15, SHU16].
Constraints [SGD15, LSSD14].
construction [CIAD13, RGEV11].
constructors [MME14]. constructs [PCL14, PTF+15], consumers [DAA13].
Consumption [MV16], container [XR10].
containers [XR10]. Context [HWM13, MM16, TL17, HB13, lvdS16, SSB+14a].
Context-sensitive [HWM13]. Contextual [MSSK16].
Continuously [DTLM14].
Contracts [YQTR15, HBT12, KT15, KKW11].
Control [FGR12, FHSR12, TT11, TNTN12, AdCGGH16, FWDL15, LSWM16, RHN+13, STS+13, TABS12, XHH12]. controlling [BKC+13, YDFP15]. Convention [Hol12].
conversions [CMM17]. Cooperative [YDFP15, Hdm17].
Coordinating [MAHK16]. coordination [BMSZ17]. copy [FBH17]. copyrightable [Sam12]. Core [Hor11, Hc13, RDCP12, RTE+13, MS10, TRTD11]. cores [GTSS11, SKBL11].
corpus [HCN14, LSBV16, LSBV17]. correct [AdCGGH16, AJL16, DII1P10].
Correctness [LL15, BENS12, CHo14].
Correlation [SDC+12, XH12].
CPS [PDD17]. CPU [PKO+15].
Critical [HL13, WK12, WCB16, ZLCW14, AG1R17, DTL14, GMC+13, NM10, Nil12b, RS12, SDH+17, CWW13, LWC17]. Cross [MDM17, AMWW15, BKC+13, GSS+16, KMZ16]. cross-cutting [AMWW15].
Cross-language [MDM17, GSS+16].
cross-program [KMZ16]. cross-thread [BKC+13].
CrowdSummarizer [BH17].
Cryptography [GPT12]. CSS [Ano15, HLO15, Sta10]. Curve [GPT12].
customizations [LVG10]. customized [HB13]. cutting [AMWW15].
Cyclic [BMOG12, RS12].
D [DiP18b, GBC12, JEC+12, ZXL16]. DAA [DR10]. Data [Bra14, BMOG12, BA17, GMI12, GTS+15, GT10, NKK16, NWB+15, TAF+18, dMRH12, BK14, BB17, BOP17, BBXC13, BJBK12, CDM10, CRP+10, DFR13, DHM+12, EKUR10, FOPZ14, KB17, LDL14, MRA+17, NL14, SAdB+16, SSS+14, SGG+17, UMP10, WK17, WCG14, XXZ13, XMA+10, ZIvdS17].
deadlock [CHMY15, SR14a, SR14b]. Dean [Bro12]. debugging [ASdMGM14, BM14, AK13, SSB01].
December [LSBV17]. Deciding [SGD15].
decision [RBV16]. Declarative [DRN14, RSI12, FOPZ14, MME+10].
Decomposition [AGH+17].
decomposing [ACS+14]. decoupled [LPA13].
deduplication [HOKO14].
Default [BG17, SNS+14]. defects4j [MSS+17]. defined [FMS+11].
Definition [NS12]. Delegation [GBS13].
delimited [PDD17]. DelphJ [GBS13]. demand [FWDL15, ZHL+12].
demand-driven [FWDL15]. DemoMatch [YKSL17]. demonstrations [YKSL17].
Deoptimization [KRCH14]. Dependence [PDD17, JWM15]. Dependence-driven [PDD17].
dependencies [BKC+13].
dependencies [EL15]. Dependent [CHJ12, LE16]. deploying [R+13]. depth [Rau14]. Design [AC16, ETTD12, MLGA11, Puf13, RTE+13, SW12, TRTD11, TKL+15].
Designing Desktop [Sev12b, KHR11].

Desktop [GS11].

destructive [FF10].

Detecting [BK12, HLO15, PiLCH12, XR10, FF10].

Detection [BH10, BSOG12, KCD12, MS14, RD15, XMA+14, AMT17, CSHK17, LMK16, LS11, ODL15, PG12, RDF15, RW17, SR14a, SR14b, SS14, WCG14, XZ13, XR13]. detectors [LWH+10]. Determinacy [AM14]. deterministic [DNB+12, MvH15].

developer [EV13, Top11, ZZK13].

Developers [Bro12, BMR14, DJB16, HH13, Wam11]. developing [R+13]. Development [ABK+16, AYZI10, AGR17, FRG12, PSW11, SKR17, SH12, WBA+11, ZDS14].

Device [TTD+11, XHH12]. Devices [GPT12, JQQ16, MV16, ETR+15, Xue12].


Differentiation [FHP+12, FQD12, S16a],
digital [JMO14].
dimensional [TGZ17].

Directed [STR16, CSS+16, EP14, Lei17, NG13, NED+13, WM10]. directives [VGS14].


Distributed [BVEAG10, LTD+12, LM15, MAHK16, PE11, BVG14a, BVG14b, CR10, EABV14, STCG13].

distributing [TGZ17]. divide [SBF+10].

Do [HH13, Han15]. Does [BRGG12, Rub14].

DOJ [hEYJD12]. DOM [GGC18].

DOM-Based [GGC18].

Domain [KSPK12, CSdL16, EKE+13, HWW+15, PIR17].

domain-specific [CSdL16, EKE+13, HWW+15]. dominance [CPST14].

DoubleChecker [BHSB14].

down [Ker15, ZMNY14].

drf [MSM+16].

DRFX [MSM+10, SMN+12].

Driven [CCA+12, CHM13, FWDL15, MTL15, PDD17, SR14b],
drug [EKUR10].

DSL [KARO12].

DSLs [KHR11, RO12, SC16].

DSU [PVH14]. Dual [AD16]. Dual-Pivot [AD16].

Dynamic [AGM+17, ABMV12, ASF17, CHMY15, MvDL12, PTHH12, RDF15, XMA+14, ZKB+16, AF12, BDB11, BK14, BCD13, BOF17, CSV15, CPST15, ELW15, GYB+11, HB13, KRCH14, KRR+14, KT14, LWH+10, LVG10, MKZ+14, Nil12b, NG12, NED+13, RLBV10, RCR+14, RRB17, SR14b, SIPS10, SH12, TPG15, VBAM10b, WXR16, WBA+11, WAB+11, WWS13, WW+17, ZBB15].
dynamic-memory [GYB+11].
dynamically [CZ14, CMS+12, hEYJD12].

Dynamo [BDB11].

e-Science [SGV12]. ease [DRN14].

Easy [Jaf13, CRP+10].

economics [SV15].

Edition [ANO15, LYBB14].
editor [EKR+12].

Editorial [Fox17a].

Editorials [Fox17b, HTW14, RHT13].

EDSLs [RDP16].

Educator [BA17]. EE [Jen12, MCC17].

effect [CCFB15].

Effective [BMP14, PTML11, RD15, CSdL16].

Effectively [UR15].

effects [FH16, HAW13, Le17].

Efficient [DVL13, GPT12, HW11, HB13, KT14, KW10, OOK+10, RFS+15, RFBJ14, SMN+12, TLX17, TD17, AK13, BHSB14, CRP+10, ETR12, HW10, KKW11, MRA+17, MSN+10, Sic17, SGR12, SWB+15, SV15a, TRTD11, UMP10, VVJB10, XNZ13].

Efficiently [FBH17, BKC+13, FOPZ14].

Einsatzszenarien [Sch13]. Einsteiger [Ric14].

Elektronik [Ric14].

Elektronik-Projekte [Ric14].

Elephant [RGM13].

Elimination [RGN+18, GrvN+11].

elision [NM10].

Elliptic [GGC18].
Embedded
[Fox17b, HTW14, JMB12, KARO12, Pau14, SLES15, SLE17, TKL15, VK12, Dei10, Fox17a, GMC13, HTLC10, KHR11, LMK16, LTK17, OIA13, RHT13, SC16, SDH17, SFR14, UIY10, Xue12, ZYZ12].

[BDT10, BVGVEA13, DcSG12, HC10].


[CC15, GMPS12, Mei14, MAH12, NCS10, WBA11, WAB11, WWS13]. evolving [ZZK13]. Exact [ZW13]. Examples [BNP11]. Exception
[LT14, ECS15, HWM14, LT11].


[JK13, JWMC15, SE12]. exposed [VBDMP16]. Express [JQF16].

Expression [NS12, PIR17]. expressions [GG15, MKTD17]. expressive [VYY10].

Extended [DDDF17, FGRL12, FLL13, JC10, LMK16, PDP16]. Extending [AC10, BVGVEA11a, LPA13, PTHH14].

Extensible [ZIvS17, ER14, KMLS15, MHBO13]. Extension [RSI12, LE16, MLGA11].

extensions [Zha12]. Extensive [Wan11]. Extracting [CCA12, KM10]. Extremal
[LTD12]. Eye [RLMM15, Guy14].

Eye-Tracking [RLMM15].

F [GMT14, TTD12]. F-bounded [GMT14].

F-MPJ [TTD12]. FAA [Sch10a].

FACEADE [NWB15]. face [XHH12].

Facebook [Ano13]. Facets [ASF17, AF12]. facilities [BVGVEAFG11].

FAIL.js [BB17].

failing [STR16]. failures [CRAJ10]. false [HWI12]. familiarized [Ame13].

family
Finding Flexible frameworks [PPMH15]. Francisco [KP15].
free [DTLM14, FC11, GK15, HBB+14, NFV15].
free-form [RK15], free-lunch [DTLM14].
frequency [ZWSS15]. Friendly [RBL12].
fringe [MB12, MB12]. Full
[SRTR17, DRN14]. Full-Word [SRTR17].
Fully [FSC+13, PG12, ZFK+16].
Functional [RMS+11, AMe13, BVGVEA11b, NFV15, UFMI15, Bro12]. functional-style
[UFM15]. functions [LSBV16, LSBV17].
Fundamentals [HC13]. Fusing
[MS13, ETTR12, WM10]. fusion [KBPS17].
future [SS16]. fuzzer [Guo17].
Game [MT14, Wan11]. Gap
[PVB17, ZLHD15]. Garbage
[AVS+16, BH12, GTS+15, QSaS+16, Sch13, SKBL11, AGGG10, BCR13, BP10, BVGV14b, BOF17, GTS111, KPHV11, KBL14, NGB16, PZM+10, PDP+16, Puf13, SP10a, SMB14, Sie10, SJBL10, UIY10, UJR14].
garbage-collection [Sie10]. GC
[NGB16, RGM13]. GEMs [BSMB16].
general [CHMY15, EKUR10]. generalized
[WT10]. Generating
[HJS+10, RDP16, GRF11, KS14, MHBO13].
Generation [AGM+17, BH17, CRJ+10, PPMH15, PSNS14, RO12, UMP10].
generations [BOF17]. generators [SLF14].
generic
[DDM11, Fer13, HH13, ZPL+10, eBH11].
generics [AS14, Gri17, PBMH13]. Genetic
[YCYC12]. Genotyping [YCYC12].
GeoGebra [ABK+16]. geosciences
[MCY+10]. German [Sch13]. get [Ame13].
Getaway [SLS15, SLF+17]. Gets [BH12].
getters [Mil13]. Getting [GMT14]. Giga
[DHS15]. Giga-scale [DHS15]. glimpse
[SP16]. Global [PE11]. Global-Scale
[PE11]. Giotar [SLS+12]. go [LWB+15].
Goldilocks [EQT10]. Good [dGRdB+15].
Google [MGI17, Sam12]. GPGPU
[PQTGS17]. GPGPU-accelerated

family-based

Fast

Feature

Fault

Feedback

FIFO

Fine-grained

Flexible

Floating-Point

Floating-Point

Flow-sensitive

Flow

Footprint

Forecasting

foreign

dork

fork

form

fork/join

good

Four

fragmentation

fragmentation-tolerant

fragments

Framework

family-based

Finite-State

Fingerprints

Fast


null
[GMS12, SD16b]. loop [DD13, HWI⁺12].

m [MZC10b]. m-JGRIM [MZC10b]. M2M [Pau14].
Machine [LYBB14, Ame13, CBLFD12, KS13, KC12, Piz17, SSMGD10, WGF11, WHY⁺13, BZD17, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, LTK17, PTHH14, SSB⁺14a, Sch13, Set13, SMSB11, SGV12, SSB01, SSB14b, UR15].
Machines [AGR12, GTS⁺15, JK13, KRCH14, NK10].
macros [DFHF15]. Magic [SP10b].
Magic-sets [SP10b]. Magnitude [BNE16].
major [Ano12].
Making [Loc13, Sta10, PS11]. malformed [SHU16].
Malicious [KCD12]. malleable [MZC10a].
malware [CSK17]. Managed [MAHK16, BM14, CBGM12, GTL⁺10, ZIvdS17].
Managed-Language [MAHK16].
Management [Pan14, AHK⁺15, BVGVEA11a, EKUR10, HB13, KCP⁺17, KB17, Nil12b, PCL14, SWB⁺15, Tar11, WGF⁺11].
Mapping [LTD⁺12, UR15].
MapReduce [LZYP16, RFRS14, SKBL11]. maps [NFV15]. mashup [ETR12]. masses [IvdS16].
Mathematics [dJM18]. MATLAB [Alt12, FBH17, PMTL14, VF10, Has12].
ME-Based [GM12]. mean [Rub14].

message-passing [ETTD12, TRTD11, TTD12, UR15].
messages [eBH11]. meta [MD15, SZ10].
meta-circular [SZ10]. meta-compilation [MD15]. metadata [DV13]. MetaFJig [SZ10]. metaheuristics [DDDF17].
metaprogramming [PS11]. Method [AC16, BVGVEA11a, GD12, AST12, AJL16, HMDE12, SS16, VBM16].
Method-Level [AC16]. Methods [MM16, Pau14, BRA14, GRF11, LSBV16, LSBV17].
Metrics [Sch13]. Metriken [Sch13].
Microscopic [RXK⁺17]. Microsoft [Ano13].
Middleware [RTE⁺13, HOKO14, HLWM11, MZC10b].
middleweight [IF16, MT14]. midstream [SSG⁺14]. Migrating [AST⁺16, CDTM10].
Migration [OwKPM15, Fee16]. migrations [TPFB14]. Miniboxing [UTO13].
mimal [CNS13]. mining [DRN14]. Mint [WRI⁺10].
minute [DHS15]. minutes [BTR⁺13].
 misconfigurations [MCC17]. Mismatch [YCYC12]. misses [IN12]. Missions [WCB16].
Mistakes [BA17]. Mitigating [KC12].
mixed [CL17]. Mobile [GM12, GPT12, MV16, XHH12, GGC18, KF11, MZC10b]. Model [CSF⁺16, CDG⁺17, CCA⁺12, DLR16, JYKS12, MSM⁺16, MCC17, MV16, BVGVEA11a, CHM13, CWW13, CV14, DLZ⁺13, GY16, HAW13.
Loc13, LSSD14, MLT17, MSM+10, P_SW11, RR14, RBV16, RAS16, RDF15, SMN+12, SSG+14, VWJB10, ZP14, ZXL16.

Model-Aware [JYKS12]. Model-based [MCC17, PSW11], model-driven [CHM13].

Modeling [GBC12, JC10, KSPK12, LDL14, Rey13, CRAT+12, SKR17, TLX17, ZIvdS17].

Models [CC15, PE11, ZLCW14, AGR17, HHH+14, TVD10, ZBB17], modern [HHF+15, Hav11, JK13, KB17, WG+11].

modernization [Nil12a]. Modular [IvdS16, LN15, RDCP12, MRA+17, RO12].


[AF12, ASF17, HLSK13, CSV15, DD13]. multiplexing [BVGEAFA11].

Multiprocessing [VGS14]. multiprocessor [PS10, PWA13, SPS17]. Multiprocessors [KW11, RS12].

Multithreaded

[KKW14, SR14a, BNS12, DJLP10, Fer13]. Multithreading [CCH11]. multivariate

[AÖ11]. MuscalietJS [RCR+14].

Mutagenic [YCYC12]. mutants [FRC+17].

Mutation [MMP15]. mutators [AHK+11].

MySQL [An15].

Names [SRTR17]. Naming [STST12].

Native

[JQJ+16, LT11, LT14, KFBK+15, STS+13].

Natural [LL15]. naturalness [HGB+16].

NDetermin [BENS12]. nested [CHM16, ZLB+13]. Netflix [Lin14].

Network [CC15, GCC18, RR14].

Networking [Hol12]. Networks

[AFFG11, ETR+15].

neuromorphic [HNTL12]. next [CRJ+10]. NG2C [BOF17]. Nixon [An15].

No-Heap [BVGEA10]. NoCs [PWA13].

Node [HC11, JBK12]. Node.js

[BSMB16, MTL15, An14]. nodes [DR14].

Nominal [BO13]. Non

[BVGEA11b, BSOG12, GGZ+15, TD17, YKM17, MZC10a, OMK+10, ZP14].

Non-Adequate [GGZ+15].

non-cache-coherent [ZP14].

Non-equivocation [TD17].

Non-functional [BVGEA11b].

non-intrusively [MZC10a]. Non-Java

[YKM17, OMK+10]. Non-termination

[BSOG12]. Nonblocking [RTET15, SP10a].

Nondeterministic [RB15, BENS12].

noninterference [IF16]. Nopol [XMD+17].

NoSQL [DFR13]. Notation [Sev12a].

Novel [NK10, MZC10b].

November [Hol12].

Novice [BA17]. Novices [RT14].

null [AT16].

NullPointerExceptions

[BSOG12].

NUMA [GTS+15]. NumaGiC

[GTS+15]. number [PPMH15, SLF14].

Numbers [Jaf13, AJL16, Wal12].

Numerical

[KS15, KFBK+15, PQTGS17].

NXT [SWF12].

Obfuscated [KCD12]. obfuscation

[CCF15]. obfuscations [CSK17].

Object

[C5G17, GS11, LZ12, NB15, PTH14].

Obfuscated [KCD12]. obfuscation

[CCF15]. obfuscations [CSK17]. Object
MSCCH11, DR10, GBC12, Hol12, HJ12, MSM+16, Oak14, OCFL14, QSaS+16, TPG15, THCC+14, WN10, ACS+14, AAB+10, BRGG12, BRWA14, CBGM12, Dei11, GSS+16, HWI+12, IRJ+12, JH11, ODL15, PSNS14, SE12, TTT+11, TXW+10, WHN11, WWH+17, Zak10.

Performance-guided [PSNS14].


PHALANX [VYY10].


Platforms

[DR10, Has12, BP10, JMO14, KSR14]. PLDI [FL+13]. pluggable [MME+10]. Point [Jaf13, AJL16]. pointer [TL17].


Polymorphic [Zha12]. polymorphism [GMT14, PUL16, UTO13]. POPPL [BKR13]. Popular [Has12].


Practical [AMT17, JACS10, SLES15, VS10, WWH+17, FIF+15, WT10].


Processor [TKL+15, Pufl3, SPPH10, SMN+12].

Processors [ASV+16, MKG+17].


profilers [MDH10]. profiling [DD13, JH11, KRH16, NK10, RCB17, SB+14a, STY+14, THC+14, XR13, ZBB15].

Program [BGK17, KKW14, RVK15, RT14, ZKB+16, AO11, DS16, GMS12, HC14, JKL17, JWMC15, KM10, KMZN16, MKZ+14, NS13, Sch10a, SP+16, TABS12, WGF11, ZMG+14]. Programmable [OA17, AYZI10].

Programmers [Esq11, RLMM15, Rau14].

Programming [AFGG11, ABMV12, BCR11, Bro12, BA17, DLP14, HWM11, HGCA11, Kö11, KSPK12, LM15, McK16, PTML11, RS12, RB15, SS13, Sub11, Alt12, AMW15, BCvC+13, BMR14, BSMB16, BRWA14, CL17, ECG12, EV13, FMBH15, Han15,
HA13, Hav11, Lew13, MSM+10, MvH15, OW16, PTF+15, RV11, RFBJ14, SNS+14, SGG+17, TB14, UFM15, VWJB10, VBAM10b, Wan11, WRI+10, WBA+11, ZWSS15. Programs [AGR12, BH17, BR12, BMOG12, GS11, JB12, LTD+12, STST12, SS12, SDM12, SR17, XMD+17, ZLCW14, ASdMG14, AdCGGH16, BA12, BNS12, DJLP10, ECS15, ESI4, EP14, Fer13, HL13, IN12, LO15, LPA13, MRMV12, NG12, OJ12, PL12, RR14, RAS16, RLBV10, SMS+12, SZ11, SJP10, SHU16, Taf13, YS10, dCMMN12, hEYJD12].


[HMDE12]. ReImInfer [HMDE12].
relation [TD15], relational [MLGA11].
relationship [LSBV16, LSBV17, SH12].
relaxed [DNB+12, KHL+17, PPS16].
relaxed-memory [KHL+17]. Release
[Ano14]. reliability [HWLM11]. relying
[IN12]. Remodularizing [OJ12]. Remote
[BVGVEA10, BVGV14a, BJBK12, GSD+15,
BVGVEAFG11]. removal
[MRMV12, WGF11]. removing [PLR14].
rename [FM13]. Repair
[XMD+17, MDS+17, SHU16]. repeatability
[Vit14]. replacement [BCD13]. Replay
[BH12]. replication [CJ17, UIY10].
replication-based [UIY10]. report
[CBLF12, Sch10a]. Reports [OW16].
repository [HC10]. reproducibility
[Vit14]. reproduction [SR14b].
requirements [AGGZ10]. ResAna
[KvGS+14]. Research
[SR17, TREF+13, CRJ+10, CBLF12,
EKUR10, Rub14, VBMD16, Vit14].
Resource [BVGV14a, ADI13, ES14,
KvGS+14, KSR14, SGV12].
resource-aware [SGV12]. resource-based
[ADI13]. responsive [SP+10].
responsiveness [PSNS14]. restart [CNS13].
Retention [ZMM+16]. Rethinking
[Xue12, RCR+14]. refitted [TTS+10].
retrofitting [LPGK14]. reusable
[HC10, MME14]. reuse [WR10]. Reverse
[CCA+12]. Review
[Ano15, Bro12, EKUR10]. Revisited
[Mei14, Gon11]. rewriting [HLO15]. RFID
[AYZ10]. RFLP [YCYC12]. richer [CV14].
rigor [Vit14]. Rigorous [AGR17]. Rise
[DiP18a]. risk [MPM+15]. River [HHSS13].
RJ [OW16]. Road [RXK+17, SWU+15].
Robots [SWF12]. Robust
[VM15, VDV17, MKZ+14, SGV12, VM10].
row [Lei17]. row-typed [Lei17]. RTSJ
[ZW10]. Rubah [PVH14]. rule [QLBS17].
Rules [CCA+12, HLO15]. run [WAB+11].
run-time [WAB+11]. Running
[HC11, TWX+10, YK14]. runs [FIF+15].
Runtime
[BLH12, MAHK16, MSS10, NWB+15,
OCFLI14, XMA+14, BRGG12, EQT10,
GTL+10, GSS+16, LMK16, MS10, OOK+10,
PKC+13, RO12, STY+14, TWSC10,
VBAM10a, YRHBL13, dCMMN12].
routines
[BM14, CSV15, RCR+14, WWH+17].
Safe [Eug13, GvRN+11, JTO12, MPS12,
RSF+15, SWB+15, WAB+11, HJS+10,
HAU13, KHR11, KMLS15, KCP+17, Loc13,
RDP16, WWS13]. Safety [RS12, SDH+17,
WCB16, ZLCW14, AGR17, EKUR10,
GMC+13, Nil12b, PG12, SD16b, Tafl3,
YS10, CWW13, HL13, LWC17, WK12].
Safety-Critical [WCB16, ZLCW14, RS12,
SDH+17, AGR17, CWW13, LWC17].
Salespoint [ZDS14]. Salt [Hol12]. SAM
[BO13]. San [KP15]. Sane [MPS12]. Satin
[VJB10]. SAW [CFH+13]. Scaffolding
[RT14]. Scala [SMS+12, AT16, Hin13,
Lew13, PTML11, SMSB11, SMS+12].
Scala-Based [PTML11]. Scala.js [DS16].
Scalaability
[CCH11, AAB+10, DSEE13, GTSS11].
Scala
[BBB+17, BS12, DFR13, GGRSY17, HC11,
JQJ+16, RXK+17, RTE+13, XMA+14,
ETTD12, FC11, GGRSY15, NVF15, PIR17,
RTET15, TTD12]. ScalaLab
[PTML11, PMLT14]. scalar [PQTGS17].
Scale [BA17, PE11, DHS15, LO15, MDS+17,
MCY+10, PTF+15, WHIN11]. SCel
[DLPT14]. scenarios [AMWW15, Sch13].
Scheduler [QSAS+16, IF16, TTLW12].
scheduler-independent [IF16].
Scheduling [ASV+16, BVEAGVA10,
KPHV11, EP14, EABVGV14, ZW10].
scheme [XH12]. SCHISM [PZM+10].
Science [HWM11, VF10, SGV12]. sciences
[NL14]. Scientific [Esq11, PTML11,
TAF$^+$18, WN10, FRGPLF$^+$12, PMTL14].

scientists [Bra14]. SCORM [HC10]. Scrap
[ZCdS0vdS15]. Script [MSSK16].

Scripting [CSGT17, KKK$^+$17, HBT12, KRR$^+$14, PMTL14, Zha12]. SE [LYBB14].

Seamless [OwKPM15]. Search
[SED14, DDDF17]. searching [ETR12].

Second [HD17]. secrets [Alt12]. section
[DTLM14]. sections [NM10]. Secure
[GMPS12, GM12, ABFM12, LMS$^+$12, TLMM13]. securely [SFR$^+$14]. Security
[CDG$^+$17, Gon11, HBS16, JWMC15, MCC17]. Seemingly [Has12]. selection
[WHIN11]. Self [MPS12, hED12, AHK$^+$11, AGH$^+$17, CBLFD12, HWW$^+$15, MD15].

self-composing [AHK$^+$11].

self-composition [AGH$^+$17]. self-hosted
[CBLFD12]. self-optimizing
[HWW$^+$15, MD15]. Self-stabilizing
[hED12]. Semantic [GGRSY17, RvB14, BNS12, GGRSY14, GGRSY15, OA17].

Semantics [BO12, BR15, Kri12, LML17, SPY$^+$16, AK13, FBH17, FZ17, KHL$^+$17, Mi13, MT14, PSR15, PPS16, ZHCB15].

Semantics-based [SPY$^+$16].

semantics-preserving [AK13]. Semi
[FM13, MRMV12]. semi-automated
[MRMV12]. Semi-automatic [FM13].


separability [WRI$^+$10]. Separating
[DDM11, AC10]. separation [TWSC10].

sequence [ZWZ$^+$14]. Sequent [FFF17].

sequential [BENS12, DMS11].

serialization [MHBO13]. Seriously
[Kie10]. Server
[HC11, KRH16, D’Hi2, Dei11, HWLM11, R$^+$13]. Server-Side
[HC11, KRH16, D’Hi2]. Service
[BVEAGV10, SDM12, EABVG14, HWLM11, KF11]. service-oriented
[EABVG14]. services [MZC10b]. Session
[FGR12]. Set [SBK13]. Set-based [SBK13].

sets [SP10b]. setters [Mi13]. setting
[BDGS13]. Settings [GM12]. ShadowVM
[MKZ$^+$14]. shape [GMT14]. Shared
[BGI17, BSM16]. Shared-Memory
[BGI17, BSM16]. sharing [PKO$^+$15].

Short [AHK$^+$11, SV15a, Zak12].

Short-term [AHK$^+$11]. ShortCut
[CSGT17]. Side
[HC11, OBPM17, D’Hi2, KRH16]. SIGCSE
[Wal12]. Signatures [DR10]. significance
[BO11, BO12, KCP$^+$17, BVVG14b, MSM$^+$10].

Simplicity [Dei11]. Simulating [LM15].

Simulation [HWLM11, KKW11, ZXL16].

Simulation-based [HWLM11].

simulations [MCY$^+$10]. Simulator
[MKG$^+$17, RXK$^+$17]. single [JK13].

Sinking [CDG$^+$17]. site
[CPST13, SSB$^+$14a]. sites [OOK$^+$10]. size
[AST12, UTO13]. sizing [CSV15]. SJL
[MvH15]. skills [JACS10]. Slicing
[XMA$^+$14]. Slimming [WGF11]. SLOC
[LSBV16, LSVB17]. Smaller [GS12].

smalltalk [FIF15, HKVG14]. Smart
[GMPS12]. Smartcard [RBL12].

SMArtOp [TGZ17]. Smartphones [RT14].

SMARTS [RXK$^+$17]. snapshots [AST12].

Snippets [SWU$^+$15]. SNP [YCYC12]. SoC
[TKL$^+$15]. social [GGC18]. soft [JACS10].

Software [BSA14, CC15, Wan11, YQTR15, BMSZ17, BTR$^+$13, CBGM12, CFH$^+$13,

CJ17, DVL13, EKUR10, FRGPLF$^+$12, FC11, HBG$^+$16, JhED11, LPA13, MHR$^+$12, NGB16, OIA$^+$13, SAS16, SV17, XR13, YRHL13, ZZZ13, ZHCB15, ZDS14].

Solidity [Dan17]. Solution
[KS15, EKUR10, J$^+$12]. Solving
[SED14, FMBH15]. Sound [BO13, BGK17, LE16, BHSB14, ELW15, PPMH15]. soundly
[BS13]. Source
[BSA14, GD12, MM16, RLM15, SRTR17, SED14, AK13, CJ17, DRN14, EKUR10, FMS$^+$11, OJ12, PMP$^+$16, ZWSS15].

source-to-source [AK13]. sources [IN12].

sparse [TGZ17]. sparse-matrix [TGZ17].

spatial [MLGA11]. Speaking
specialization [KRR+14, SV15a]. specific [CSdL16, EKE+13, HWW+15].

**Specialization** [HTLC10, RHT13, HTW14, VK12].

**Specifications** [GJS+13, GJS+14, IF16, KW11, LN15, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, LYBB14, TWH12, BVGVEA11a, BCF+14, KR12, KW10, MRA+17, YP10, dCMMN12].

**Specifications** [BENS12, TVD10]. specified [BCR11]. Specifying [BSA14, LL15].

**Specifications** [KMLS15]. Speculative [KMLS15]. Specifying [KMLS15]. Speculative [KMLS15].

**Specifications** [SD11, MHR11].


**Stage** [WRI10]. Staged [SC16]. Staging [RO12]. standard [LMS12].

**Standardization** [TWNH12]. StarL [LM15].

**State** [AGR12, BLH12, MVDL12, MS14, GN16, YP10]. state- [YP10]. statecharts [MS13].

**Statecharts** [MS13].

**States** [MS13].

**Statements** [MS13].

**Statement** [MS13].

**Statements** [PLR14].

**Static** [BGK17, BNE16, JC10, MTL15, ODL15, PiLCh11, RD15, SW12, SH12, AM14, CG1+16, Fer13, FLL+13, IF16, KSW+14, LS11, MHR+12, PIR17, TLM13].

**Statically** [BT+13, NED+13].

**Statically** [Bra14, ZFK+16].

**Statically** [PPMH15].

**Statistics** [HCN14].

**Stealing** [KF+12, TWL12].

**STM** [CHM16, Sub11].

**STM** [CHM16].

**Stochastic** [CR+12].

**Stock** [PVH14].

**Stop** [LWB+15].

**Storage** [Hol12, VDV17].

**Store** [BS12, St10].

**Stores** [DFR13].

**Story** [Ano14].

**Strategic** [BMR14].

**Strategy** [PDPM16].

**Stream** [KBPS17, MV16, BRWA14, SSG+14].

**Streaming** [MRA+17, STCG13].

**StreamJIT** [BRWA14].

**StreamQRE** [MRA+17].

**Streams** [SGG+17, UFM15].

**Strength** [KCD12].

**String** [HOKO14, CSK17]. Strings [HOKO14, CSK17].

**Strong** [HUM11, HUM10, LSSD14].

**Strongly** [HUM11, HUM10, LSSD14].

**Structure** [LO15, UMP10].

**Structured** [LSWM16].

**Structures** [GT10, CDTM10, XMA+10].

**Studies** [EKUR10].

**Studio** [RT14, FH16].

**Studio-Based** [RT14].

**Study** [OBPM17, RLM15, ZMB+16, BRG12, CCFB15, CJ17, ECI15, KFF15, MHR+12, NCS10, OKK+10, PTF+15, SH12, TFPB14, VBDPM16, WXR16, YW13], style [UFM15], substitute [PPMH15].

**Substitute** [PPMH15].

**Substituting** [PPMH15].

**Substitution** [PPMH15].

**Substitution** [PPMH15].

**Support** [BNC16, LL15].

**Support** [BNC16, LL15].

**Supporting** [BNC16, LL15].

**Supporting** [BNC16, LL15].

**Supports** [BNC16, LL15].

**Surprising** [FMBH15].

**Survey** [AGM+17, BC+C1+13].

**Survey** [AGM+17, BC+C1+13].

**Survey** [AGM+17, BC+C1+13].

**SurveyMan** [TB14].

**Surveys** [TB14].

**Suspension** [TB14].

**Sweeping** [KBL14].

**Sweeping** [KBL14].

**Sweeter** [DFHF15].

**Swift** [ZY+].

**SWIM** [Sch10a].

**Symbol** [Tar11].

**Synchrobench** [Gra15].

**Synchronisation** [CHMY15, WBM10].

**Synchronisation** [DMM+12, Gra15, Sub11].

**Synchronised** [BG17].

**Synchronised-by-Default** [BG17].

**Synchronous** [BVEAGVA10, SK12, MvH15].

**Synchronous** [BVEAGVA10, SK12, MvH15].

**Synchronizing** [LE16, QLBS17].

**Syntax** [CS13, KMMV14].

**Synthesis** [SR14a, STR16, SS16].

**Synthesable** [ABCR10].

**Synthesizer** [OUY+13].

**Synthesizing** [OUY+13].
transactional [DV13, FC11, ZHCB15].
Transactions [DcSG12, CHM16, DFR13].
transformation [AST+16, PDDD17].
transformations [AK13, HM10, PMP+16, TL17].
Transforming [dMRH12].
transitioning [HWM14].
Translating [rFRS14].
Translation [BO12, LSWM16].
translators [LZYP16].
translator [PE11, BVGVEA11b, BJBK12].
transparent [BDB11].
travel [BM14].
traversals [ODL15].
Tree [Lyo12, HLO15, KMMV14].
trees [RBV16].
Trends [CC15, MSS10, SR17].
trie [SV15].
tries [SV15a, SV15b].
triggered [EABVGV14].
TRINI [PDPM+16].
trusted [TWNH12, BCF+14].
tuning [AAB+10, BVGVEAFG11, SKBL11].
Turing [Gri17].
Tutorial [Jen12, Nil12b, Taf13, Zak12].
TV [JMO14].
twitter [Guy14].
Type [BO13, CGJ+16, KSW+14, KATS12, Lei17, RKN+18, SGD15, WT11, ACS+14, AT16, BS13, CMS+12, CVG+17, DLM10, FH16, GBS14, HyG12, KMLS15, KRR+14, KRH16, KvRHA14, LPGK14, LE16, MHR+12, SH12, TLL11, Zha12, eBH11].
Type-Based [SGD15].
type-dependent [LE16].
type-safe [KMLS15].
typechecking [CL17].
Typed [BO13, KKK+17, MHL15, CMS+12, KRCH14, Lei17, RDP16].
Types [BO13, RvB14, SPAK10, BDGS13, CHJ12, DDM11, HH13, MME+10, YDF15].
TypeScript [Cho14, FH16, RSF+15].
Typing [FZ17, RSF+15, Sic17, SFR+14, TSD+12].
typy [OA17].

Ubiquitous [MCY+10].
UDP [RR14].
ULS [FOPZ14].
UML [CSF+16].
unbounded [LSSD14].
uncertain [McK16].
Understandable [MSM+16].
Understanding [FRM+15, MKTD17, PCL14, QLBS17, Set13, TABS12, VBMDP16, LWB+15, Nil12b].
Undocumented [Alt12, MHR+12].
Unified [LM15].
uniform [AH10, Eug13].
Unifying [Has12].
union [KT15].
unprocessors [KPHV11].
Units [LLL13].
universe [DMM11].
Unix [FVB17].
Unpicking [LBF12].
Unrestricted [WWS13].
unsafe [MPM+15].
unsound [AT16].
updates [PKC+13].
Upper [SW12].
Upsortable [SGG+17].
uptrees [HB13].
USA [Hol12, KP15].
usability [FH16, MHR+12].
usage [PTF+15, QLBS17].
Use [BGK17, Guy14, MPP+15, AMWW15, MKTD17, PBMH13, Sch13].
use-case [AMWW15].
used [XR10].
useless [FRC+17].
User [Liu14, MyDL12, SLS+12, DAA13, FMS+11, PSNS14].
user-defined [FMS+11].
Using [ASdMGM14, BS12, BSA14, BNE16, DLM10, HC14, KFBK+15, MV16, MSSK16, Pau14, PFD12, SDM12, SLE+17, UMP10, Wan11, XMA+14, YCYC12, Zka18, BB17, DDDF17, FH16, FOPZ14, GBS14, IvdS16, KMLS15, KT14, KC12, LSG10, Lew13, LDL14, PIR17, RAS16, SAdB+16, SSH17, SH16, VGS14, WBM+10, WRI+10, XR13].
UT [Hol12].
utility [CSV15, XMA+10].
utilization [BCR13].

V [Sam12].
V8 [MGI17].
Validating [HLSK13].
Validation [SSB14b, CSG16, HCV17, SSB01].
Value [BBB+17, DFR13].
variables [CDTM10].
variables [NS13].
Verifiable [FHSR12].
Verification [KKW14, KP15, RAS16, SSB14b, CHMY15, DLM10, HCV17, PSW11, SNN+18, SSZ11, SIPS10, SSH17, SSB01, dCMN12].
verification-validation [HCV17].
Verified [HM12, JLP+14].
Verifier [BDT10, Rey13].
verifiers [SPY+16].
Verifying [LM15, YS10, SD16b].
version [FC11, HD17, XZL16].
vertical [STY+14].
via
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